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More information about my 
communi : 

1. My research goal : 
How can you Improve your EC site of healthcare by 
using metaverse? 
- By using the meta-verse virtual reality inside my EC 
site with adding the experience of Japanese beautiful 
culture so people can try the meta-verse and visit the 
Japanese shops or drug stores and can buy inside of the 
meta-verse virtual reality such like Japanese healthcare 
supplements. 
Recently a lot of people start using virtual reality sets 
and the president of meta mr. Mark Zuckerberg Started 
to improve the meta-verse more and it will be very 
popular in the future so a lot of foreign people love the 
Japanese culture but they can’t travel to Japan so in 
this case we can use the meta-verse inside the EC site 
and we can sell the Japanese healthcare supplements 
with the foreign people visit the virtual reality 
Japanese drug stores and try the Japanese Market. 

2. What’s special about my research now? 
what is in the virtual reality inside the meta-verse is 
about entertainment and I couldn’t see any virtual 
reality that I can do shopping inside the meta-verse 
virtual reality so I try to make this the shoping by using 
VISA can be possible so the meta verse will be first 
about the Japanese healthcare products and try the 
Japanese culture for those who love Japan. 
3. Why ? - because the meta verse is the future 

- 

4. Abstract : 

I finished and opened my EC site store that i 
designed and created officially last week and since I 
am influencer the sales is going very amazing and the 
new update is that I’m creating the meta-verse so I can 
add it because my audience all of Japan so they can do 
shopping inside the meta-verse and use the visa 
example: 

 

5. result : 
Also I tried to ask my followers again about what if 
you can buy from virtual reality Metaverse which way 
are you going to use your payment and this is the 
results : 



 

 

- The result shows that visa is the most used 
way for a payment even though there is a lot of 
new ways to buy such like Apple Pay but still 
visa is the most wanted so that’s why I decided 
to choose visa. 

The new update is I tried to create a way for payment 
the visa inside the meta verse I’m still learning about 
creating a beautiful virtual reality and adding the visa 
inside and the first shop I will create is a Japanese 
health care shop so people can buy from the Metaverse 
and receive the product from my EC site to inside 
their real life house. 
One of the most common use cases for the Metaverse 
is real estate sales. There are many companies and 
individuals who are eager to get into this field. 
The platform's land blocks are known as parcels, and 
they can be acquired using the environment's specific 
cryptocurrency token. After you purchase real estate, 
you can either sell it at a higher price, or lease it to a 
VR event organizer or property developer. 
 


